Certain useful quadratic identities in the cohomology of classifying spaces induce quadratic equations in the cohomology of a manifold M under the classifying map for the normal bundle of M. In low dimensional flag manifolds, one can show that the quadratic equation has no root, thus establishing a nonimmersion.
Introduction.
Let BSO(r) be the classifying space for oriented real /•-plane bundles. In integral cohomology, one has the quadratic identity (1.1) pT = f£H^(BSO(2r);Z),
where pr is the rth Pontryagin class and % is the Euler class. By a wellknown result of Hirsch [6] , an oriented manifold M immerses in codimension k iff the stable normal bundle v has dimension k; i.e., v is classified by a map f:M^>-BSO(k). Thus, if k is even, identity (1.1) induces a quadratic equation in H*(M; Z). One obtains nonimmersion by showing that this equation has no root. We shall restrict our attention to complex flag manifolds,
where n=nx+n2 + -■ -+nk. We shall show that The methods of this paper were first used by Feder [5] to obtain nonimmersions of projective spaces CP", n odd. Mayer [9] obtains very general nonimmersion results for manifolds, but our methods give stronger results for the flag manifolds considered here. Here, the term H(BG) • H*(BH) is the ideal ofH*(BH) generatedby H(BG).
We explicitly compute generators and relations for the cohomology of F(2,2)=U(4)/U(2)xU (2) .
If p(X,t) denotes the Poincaré power series pix, /)=2¿feo rank 77'(A'; Z)F for any space X, then by [8] , we have /»(F(2, 2), /) = piBUil) X BUÍ2), i)//>(J£/(4), t) 1 ' ' = 1 + t2 + 2/4 + i6 + i8.
If we now define x¡ e 772,(F(2, 2); Z), z'=l, 2, by xI=/*(a¿), where a¡ = Cf®l e H*iBUi2);Z)®H*iBUi2);Z) is the Chern class of the first factor in BUi2)xBUi2) and/,:F(2, 2)-*.Bt/(2) x 5(7(2) the usual map, we have Proposition 3.3. The cohomology ring 77*(F(2, 2); Z) is torsion-free of rank 6 with additive generators 1 e 77°, x, e 772, x\ and x2 e 774, xxx2 e 776, and x\x2 e 778.
Remark.
We have, for example, x\=2xxx2.
Proof. From (3.1) and (3.2), we know that 77*(F(2, 2), Z) is torsionfree of rank 6. The six elements listed additively generate the image of f*:H*iBUÍ2)xBUi2))=>H*iFÍ2,2)). Since /* is onto by (3.1), we are done. Letting a¿ = y¿®l e RU(2)®RU(2), i=\, 2 where yi is the 7f-theory
Chern class (see [1, §2] ), we define f¿ = a^(a¿) eKF(2, 2), z'=l, 2, where *n : RU(2) x RU(2)^KF (2, 2) is the mixing construction. Proposition 3.4. The K-theory ring KF(2, 2) is torsion-free of rank 6 with additive generators 1, £x, |2, f2> fi^2> and fif2-Furthermore, the ring structure of KF (2, 2) is formally the same as that of H*(F(2, 2); Z). The /¿-theoretic methods of [1] and [5] give no new results for F(2, 2).
5. Another quadratic equation. Turning attention to the manifold F(2, 3), we recall that Spin(/t) is the double cover of SOik), and that Spinc(/t) is defined by the following pullback diagram:
Here, SOf2)x SOik)-*SO(2+k) is the standard inclusion.
For any group G, let RG denote the ring of unitary representations. Following [7] , we define an element À e R Spinc(2/t + e), £=0 or 1, by Ä=zJ/2r]*=1 iz\l2+z~¡112), where z0 is the basic toral representation of 5G (2) where p is the double cover and p2 is projection on the second factor.
